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WASHROOM HYGIENE

AIRSTREAM WHISPER®

Certified quiet, warm in use Key Features :

Certified QUIET in use – a low 

noise, low energy, warm air dryer

Quiet Mark accreditation, tested as 

one of the quietest in its category

Warms air even in a cold room 

environment, raising ambient 

temperature from 25°C to 37°C 

during the dry

Cost effective to run, only £0.09  

for 150 dries.

Secure click-on design for easy 

install and maintenance

phs connect and back plate  

can be fitted at first fix, allowing 

dryer body to be fitted by  

a non-electrically qualified  

person at a later date

Hygienic, as touchable parts 

contain an antimicrobial additive  

to reduce build-up of bacteria, 

germs and viruses

Slim, compact and modern design 

makes it ideal for restricted  

space areas

Automatic operation, infrared eye 

looking for movement within 18cm 

from the base of the dryer

Strong and durable ABS 

plastic cover with single LED 

to communicate the dryer is 

connected to the power supply.

The AIRSTREAM WHISPER® is one of the quietest hand dryers in its class*, 

making it the perfect solution for primary schools, nurseries, offices  

or locations where a discreet hand drying solution is required.

The hand dryer has attained the Quiet Mark, the international approval 

award programme associated with the UK Noise Abatement Society 

charitable foundation. It encourages companies worldwide to prioritise 

noise reduction within the design of everyday appliances, and find 

solutions to noise problems. 

*Warm Air Dryers.

Quiet

The AIRSTREAM WHISPER® is the perfect solution for locations where 

noise is a concern. For those washrooms situated close to a classroom, 

office or quiet restaurant, noise levels need to be managed and reduced. 

Young children can also become anxious around noisy hand dryers,  

which makes the AIRSTREAM WHISPER® the ideal fit for primary schools. 

The low noise combined with the warm dry adds an extra level of comfort 

and peace of mind. AIRSTREAM WHISPER® is cost effective to run,  

only £0.09 for 150 dries.
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WASHROOM HYGIENE

Hygienically Clean

The outer casing and touchable parts feature antimicrobial protection technology, an additive that prevents the spread  

of pathogenic germs such as MRSA, E.coli and salmonella. All these factors combine to provide an ultra-hygienic level  

of hand drying, making it ideal for hygiene conscious environments.

Unique Connect Technology

phs connect is an innovative feature which allows the back plate and electrical connection  

to be installed separately to the main dryer unit. Once installed the dryer is easily, quickly  

and securely locked onto the back plate.

For refurbishments or new build sites, this allows the back plate and electrical connection 

to be installed at first fix, and the actual dryer unit to be installed later. It also allows  

any non- electrically qualified person to exchange in the unlikely event of a failure.

Specifications

Dimensions Weight Operation Noise 
Rating

Voltage Rated 
Power

Standby 
power  
rating

Motor 
speed

Waranty Rating Finishes

28.2cm x 26cm 

x 15.2cm

2.8kg Automatic Quiet 

Mark  

approved

230V/50Hz 800W 0.7W 25,000 

rpm

3 year IP24 White, 

Nickel,  

Black

Running cost examples

Time & frequency in operation 
150 300 500

15 Secs per day £0.06 £0.11 £0.18

per year £13.86 £27.04 £44.62

25 Secs per day £0.09 £0.18 £0.31

per year £22.65 £44.62 £73.91

£’s per kW/H £0.11  
Assuming 240 working days per year.

Hand dryer Vs. paper towel usage

Time & frequency in operation Uses per day

1000 Uses (Dryer) 1000 Uses (Paper)*

15 Secs per day £0.37 £20.00

per year £88.56 £7,300

25 Secs per day £0.61

per year £147.15

* Paper cost £0.01 per towel   
150 dries costs less than 9p, the same as 9 paper towels. Assumes 2 paper towels per dry.


